Abstract
INTRODUCTION
A signature is an individualistic, unique, evidentiary entity. It provides an important form of indexing that enables effective image search and retrieval from large heterogeneous document image collections. In this paper, we surveyed different technique involved in retrieval system that automatically detects, segments, and matches signatures from document image with unconstrained layouts and complex background. This would involve extracting all the signatures from the documents and then performing a match on these signatures. In searching complex documents, a task of Relevance is relating a signature in a given document to the closest matches within a database of document given a database of signed document. The signature based document retrieval has many of the applications and some of them are listed below.  For business documents.  Government organizations.  Digital libraries for online books, student thesis etc.  Security requirements of document.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. Firstly, in this paper we have provide general framework and detailed survey of signature extraction and signature based document retrieval. Secondly, we have discussed about issues and challenges.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we given the general framework and in section 3, we review the related work. The issues and challenges in section 4, in section 5, we discuss the performance evaluation metrics. Section 6, concludes the paper
GENERAL FRAMWORK Fig 1.General framework
The figure shows general framework for signature based document retrieval. The method failed to extract the signature as the signature was not in the stipulated area hence the system could approximate the area to be cropped.
Djeziri, et al. [3] dealt with the signature extraction problem by an approach that was to mimic the human visual perception. They introduced the filiformity as a criterion for the curvature characteristics of handwritten signatures. Filiformity is defined for two topological measures for binary objects which also includes gray level images. It differentiates the contour lines of the signatures from the handwritten lines which are being isolated. The process of isolating is also used to provide measure for local values regarding the whole image. This process fails when other filiformity objects are present in the document.
Madasu, et al. [4] tried to crop the image segment by estimating the area in which the signature lies using a sliding window. They then analyzed the local entropy derived from the pixel-based density of the region to decide its being signature or not. This approach disregarded the noise and therefore high-density regions are reported as signatures incorrectly. This segmentation does not need any a priori information about the data field and features.
Ritesh Banka, et al. [5] proposed the method of extracting signature from cluttered background which is scale invariant technique using the efficiency of symmetric and loop features that are common in signatures for extracting the standard signatures from other documents. Signature is a handwritten text hence this technique can be used because signatures in English contain most of the characters exhibiting symmetry in vertical, horizontal or diagonal directions. The self printed characters from the documents, as a few papers, lack of proper self symmetry and are misclassified as handwritten text at the first level. The misclassified printed characters in the first level contain a single symmetric loop, which discriminates them from hand written elements. The algorithm had two domains character level and document level. For poor quality document where the numbers of characters joint and broken are very high, the algorithm efficiency decreases.
R.Jayadeyan, et al. [6] considered the images of bank document a method has been proposed for the extraction of signatures, signature localization is done using variance, signature block extraction is done using entropy, normalization are used for desired mean and variance, a hidden Markov model (HMM).Horizontal and vertical projection, right and left envelope, top and bottom envelope, horizontal and vertical size variations of the binary format of the genuine signatures are considered as the feature set of an individual.
Sha'ashua, et al. [7] introduced the concept of multi-scale saliency feature for signature detection that defines signature characteristics by identifying salient structure by grouping contours. They defined a saliency function which increased with the curve length and decreased with the curvature when totally squared. This was done by locally connected network. Their approach was confined to rigid objects having 1-D contour. This can be applied to handwritten notes collected on a tablet pc online since trajectories of the pen are available the framework used is general as it does not embed unique assumption on local feature of the object for example stroke level features for signatures. Hence it is robust against any changes in shape based object detection problems and is applicable to different languages.
A three-stage procedure was proposed by Mandal, et al. [8] to extract signatures. First an algorithm is used to locate the Signature in the document using word-level feature extraction. Second stage separates signature strokes that overlap with the printed text. Final stage uses conditional random field minimization energy concept with skeleton analysis to classify real signature strokes. Improper segmentation of strokes causes error in separating signature from printed text.
Bassam, et al. [9] used the method for extracting signature from image on document is the base proposed auto cropping method. This method improves the performance of security system based on signature image as possible the region of interest of the used image for the biometric system and it also reduces the time cost associated with signature. Auto cropping is the fast procedure to extract the Region of interest (ROI). In this method they used image segmentation and extraction. This cropped signature has no garbage region it crops only the ROI of signature image. This takes less processing time then the original signature image. The performance of this method shows through its speed time, and keeping the content information of the signature object without losing of any pixel of image.
Esteban, et al. [10] considered two main stages of extraction one being comparing distribution of stroke in model signature against distribution of stroke in the original signature using a different approaches extraction being the main concern accumulative evidence technique is used, and
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Tang, et al. [11] proposed a technique to automatically gain knowledge from various types of documents because knowledge acquisition is difficult to obtain. It was proposed to gain automatic knowledge acquisition in document images by analyzing the geometric structure and logical structural images. These two structures play an important role to process the knowledge acquisition. The limitations of these techniques are to find which is right in transforming a geometric structure into a logical structure. Another difficulty is to find the correct rules involved in obtaining knowledge from different documents.
Liu, et al. [12] presented an approach to image-based form document retrieval and they proposed a similarity measure for forms that is insensitive to translation, scaling, moderate skew, and image quality fluctuations, and developed a prototype form retrieval system based on their proposed similarity measure.
G.Zhu, et al. [13] proposed the method for signature based document retrieval performance using different shape representation like salient contour computed by detection and segmentation of the skeleton that are extracted directly from labeled signature region of database .The thinning algorithm shows sensitivity to structural variations due to noise and neighboring stroke salient contours give a globally consistent representation of structurally important shape feature. This retrieval technique has been successful on the Maryland Arabic dataset in which background handwritten as well as signature are closely spaced.
Chalechale, et al. [14] , proposed signature based decomposition and retrieval of document images, and he investigated Arabic/Persian signature recognition and retrieval. For the conduction of retrieval automatic links were considered between feature vector of the signature and the document containing the image using file names. The retrieval performance was measured by average normalized retrieval rate. The ANMRR indicates better performance in comparison with line segmentation distribution method.
A.chalechale, et al. [15] proposed new method for document image decomposition based on connected component analysis and geometric properties of labeled region. The signature is detected and extracted by spatial partitioning by accumulating pixels and by using magnitude and Fourier transform they achieved rotation invariance. The main objective is signature extraction from the original image and converted into a compact feature vector that supports measuring signature similarities.
Srihari, et al. [16] , proposed a document image retrieval using signature as queries. Using global shape binary feature vector, a normalized correlation similarity measure for signature matching is done. The objective is to retrieve the closest matching signature obtained from dataset by the same signature person to remove the printed text from the signature image. An image enhancement procedure using chain code information is used. The technique gave promising result for group based and non grouped base retrieval with accuracy and precision.
H.Srinivasan, et al. [17] used conditional random fields and proposed the method for signature based retrieval. In this they retrieved the document from database using signature image as query. Isolating the different contents present in the document and with the help of CRF in extracting signature from complex document. This method presents the signature retrieval strategy using document indexing and retrieval. Indexing is done by using a model based on CRF. SVM is also supported by this technique, and the CRF is used to label each patch and identified using the labels of the neighboring patches. Document retrieval is performed by using matching algorithm to compare the query with the signature.
Guangya Zhu, et. Al. [18] , proposed a signature-based document image retrieval system that automatically detects, segments, and matches signatures from document images with unconstrained layout and complex backgrounds .Signature is treated as a non rigid shape and represented by discrete set of 2-D point to most commonly sited measures for retrieval R-precision and average precision. The Rprecision emphasizes the ranking among retrieve documents. Extensive experimental and field test give excellent performance for document retrieval
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
The issues and challenges for signature extraction and retrieval are listed below.  Signature with low resolution in documents make difficult for detection and segmentation.  The background of document differs from each other.  The computer vision faces an important problem of Detecting, segmenting and matching deformable objects such as signature.  Documents are subjected to restricted processing time due to urgency of applications. Therefore the detection and retrieval time must be fast.

The handwritten characters and auxiliary lines contained in the document overlap and resemble signatures. 
PERFORMANCES AND EVALUATION METRICS

CONCLUSION
This paper provides detailed survey of techniques, as it overcomes the difficulty and challenges faced during extraction of signatures from the window of different background documents, cheque etc. This paper provides the overview of methods to apply according to the type of the background document and signature window. These newly developed methods are going to give a high rate of recognition. The performance of the most renowned methods provided the higher signature recognition rate with a greater accuracy in extraction and recognition of the signatures and signature based documents. It also highlights issues and challenges in this area. 
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